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ANALYSIS OF LAND LVIV REGION AFFECTED BY THE ACTIVITIES OF 
MINING COMPANIES AND CHEMICAL WAYS OF REVITALIZING 
The activity of the enterprises of mining chemicals and the factors of its negative 
impact on the land Lviv region.  
In order to successfully design the necessary measures to restore disturbed lands 
proposed technological classification of disturbed land that integrates processes as a 
violation of the territories and restoration of landscapes. The complex revitalizatsiynyh 
measures to minimize the impact of mining enterprises chemistry on land as well as their 
full recovery and subsequent use in the future. 
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 (Cu, Mn, Zn, Co, 





,  0,6  ( <0,05), 
 – 0,7 ( <0,05)  0,3 ( <0,05)  – 0,3  ( <0,05). , 
 
 7,32±0,15,  7,30±0,14 ;  
7,48±0,22  7,42±0,15 . 












Mn, Zn, Co, Fe, Se)  
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